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By now, you fully understand that the completely rigged game transpiring in our world of precious
metals is not only deliberate, but is orchestrated by Puppeteers who are literally propping up the
entire WORLD ECONOMY. They do this by making all things of ‘non-value’ appear to be of value,
and conversely, all things of value as ‘non-value.’ Throughout time (i.e. Specifically, human existence
on this planet Earth), gold and silver have been regarded as the benchmarks of real value to
which all other things are compared. This has pretty much been the case from the beginning of
time, as we know it, until about 15 years ago. Now, mainstream precious metal ‘value’ is
hypothetical, hypothecated, re-hypothecated, cryptic, and criminally manipulated. For decades, in
fact, the means by which they ‘present’ value has no longer been a viable measure of real world
worth. The intentional misconception brought forth by these elite Puppeteers is truly no different
than what they’ve done to Mainstream News, but that’s another story in itself.
It is known truth in the world of psychology that when people hear lies repeatedly, they begin to
accept it as the truth. Our world economy has been crafted by liars, is based on lies, funded by lies,
perpetuated by lies, and endorsed by a lying media that thrives on any and all mis-information. Face
it, the truth is boring! And evolving generations don’t want to accept or understand the past, as
they see the future far more appealing. More Lies. Why vote for a conservative politician when the
opponent promises free college, free health care, free cell phones, and maybe even free housing
and food? No brainer for the entitled masses. How could anyone in their ‘right’ mind vote
otherwise, they ask?! The government prints all the currency they need to keep their paper tiger
purring, and all is good. Good for right now anyway, and maybe for a little while longer. But if you
remember the game of musical chairs, think of it as financial life or death. And envision it ending
very, very badly, where the loud party music stops… there are billions of people... and NO chairs.

Is it frustrating to live in this world of economic and media charades? You bet your ass it is!
Especially when you think it may never end. But what has been seen cannot be unseen. And one
day in the very near future, you will wake up to a completely different world. Our economic world of
today is based on paper and computer digits that will be set instantly ablaze, as corporate and
personal fortunes vaporize and are gone forever. After this happens, the earth will revolve twice
before the financial shock dramatically affects the lives of nearly everyone on this planet. Luckily,
most of us collectors have been aware of this mathematical certainty in advance and have diligently
planned for it by stocking up on precious metals and other things of real-world intrinsic value. But
those who didn’t listen, or thought the musical chairs would go on forever, will soon face the real life
challenges of deciding whether to pay rent, or default on their mortgage, or put food on the table.
Survival will be everyone’s main goal, and there will be some willing to kill you for a ham sandwich.
We’re optimists, but it’s gonna get ugly before it gets really, really ugly. But we needn’t worry,
because we’ve prepared as best we can and remain ready for whatever life throws in front of us.
Prepared collectors have good cause to sleep very well at night, and it’s not our intention to delve
into preparation strategies or necessary survival skills when the wheels come off this thing. You’re
smart enough to do that on your own. The biggest question that remains is not if or when the music
will stop, but what kind of lifestyles will be afforded once it happens. Will it be a Mad Max scenario
as some believe? Or will we precious metals stackers live like the kings we may have or still envision
when values explode and the greatest transfer of wealth in human history finally arrives? Nobody
knows for sure, except perhaps for some of those very elite Puppeteers lurking in the darkness.
Bottom line? Keep stacking. And keep your Faith because you’re going to need it moving forward.
We’re a tough bunch of silver stacking bastards and are amongst the 1% most prepared in the
world. So let’s enjoy life as best we can for now, knowing that we’ve done what we can to ensure
our family’s preparedness.
Meanwhile, our core group at AllEngelhard will continue providing you with the most comprehensive
data available for the old-poured silver ingots that we all love. It’s what we love to do. We will also
keep writing our articles for you as we maintain our great appreciation for your continued support!
Let’s circle around again in twelve months to compare notes and bounce around some of the ideas
presented in this article. Our bet is we might just need a telescope to look at the spot price!
Lunarly,
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